Tools

Decoding data from a
vehicle’s CAN network
One of the most difficult questions for CAN tool suppliers is “How do I decode
the data from my car?” Depending on the application and level of expertise
of the questioner, there are many answers.
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o the novice user, it is difficult to know what data is
easily accessible. Even engineers that work on targeted areas of vehicles, such as
calibration, are unsure as to
what data is available on the
CAN network or how to decode it. There is a series of
questions to determine if a
solution is possible for their
needs.
Do you want to decode
normal messages or diagnostic messages? There are
two major functions of networking in cars: system and
diagnostic. The original usage for networks on vehicles was for diagnostics, but
the majority of messages
seen today on a vehicle network are for systems usage
– information sharing and
control. As an example, the
engine broadcasts its speed
message for display on the
instrument cluster or to trigger the door locks to engage.
If the desired information is embedded in the system messages, then the easy
answer is: “Please contact

the vehicle manufacturer
for those proprietary definitions.” Manufacturers create
their own definitions for data
in these messages and do
not publish the database.
For users with a higher level
of expertise, a ‘roundabout
suggestion’ of reverse engineering or searching the Internet for a database solution
might be appropriate. But in
most cases, CAN tool suppliers sign Non-Disclosure
Agreements (NDAs) and cannot provide the database of
definitions.
Is the diagnostic data
non-emissions-related (nonlegislated)
or
emissionrelated (legislated)? The
non-legislated (or enhanced)
diagnostic data supports service repair applications, while
legislated (OBDII, E-OBDII)
diagnostics contain the emission-related information driven mandated by individual
governments for cars sold in
their countries.
It is easier to work with
non-legislated
diagnostics
rather than system data,

Figure 1: The ELM327 hardware interface and its available
displays for data
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because there is a message
framework, referred to as
a service, defined for nonlegislated messages within
ISO 14229 Road Vehicles –
Unified diagnostics services
(UDS) and ISO 15765 Road
Vehicle – Diagnostic communication over Controller
Area Network (DoCAN) standards. But the data is mainly proprietary definitions from
automotive companies. As
an example, a service tool
will use a specific service
to request information from
an ECU, like Service 0x23 ReadMemoryByAddress. It
is easy to construct the CAN
message requesting the data
of any memory address, but
the definition of the data at
that address is unknown –
and varies from vehicle-tovehicle. For these messages,
once again, the answer is:
“Please contact the vehicle
manufacturer for those proprietary definitions.”
Do you only need data
readily available on the network? The legislated OBDII
data called PIDs (parameter IDs), while limited, is the
easiest to obtain. The requirement of OBD (On-Board
Diagnostic) systems is to
give the vehicle owner or repair technician access to the
status of the various vehicle
sub-systems. OBDII uses
master-slave communication,
with the off-board tool acting
as the master, or requestor.
It is important to know that
information doesn’t just appear on the network; it has
to be requested every time
it’s needed, therefore the tool
used must be able to send
these requests.
For
novice
users,
such tools exist and are
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Figure 2: CANLab script display resulting from the Alt-S command
readily available on the market. Some are cheap and
inexpensive, such as the
Torque Android App using an
ELM327 hardware interface.
This easy-to-setup interface
displays live OBD engine
data on a phone or tablet. It is
highly graphical and requires
no low-level bit-byte knowledge at all.
More advanced users would be interested in a
CAN analyzer tool to gather PID data, perform analysis, and port it into different
applications. For example,
Accurate Technologies Inc.
(ATI) also offers a CAN development software solution, the CANLab Network
Analysis Software. Working with the ATI CANary
hardware, Kvaser CAN Interfaces, or other CAN hardware to physically interface
with the CAN network,
CANLab comes with a
scripting application that
can
make
requesting

and viewing OBDII data
relatively easy.
One example CANLab
script that ships with CANLab allows users to emulate an OBDII tool easily. But
again, OBDII has some variances that need to be understood by any tool, such as,
setting up the PIDs, adjusting
the CAN ID, and choosing the
proper message send rate.
It is important to know
that not all vehicles support
all PIDs, so discovering what
is supported is the first priority. The decoding of the data
is also variable, so this CANLab example is supplied with
six database options. Once
the script is running there are
two commands required for
viewing data:
◆◆ Alt+S sends a Mode $01
PID 00 message request
to determine which PIDS
are available. The CANLab script displays the response with the PIDs in its
output window along with

the preferred database.
The user then has to add
the identified database to
the CANLab project. The
PID list also needs to be
configured in the script.
◆◆ Alt+P starts/stops
requesting the PIDs
discovered.
The default (and most
commonly used) CAN IDs
used in the CANLab script
are 0x7DF for the request
and 0x7E8 for the response,
but it may be necessary to
adjust these CAN IDs as well.
The request CAN ID can be
changed in the script, while
the response CAN ID is noted in the database. `
The other adjustable parameter is the message send
rate (defaulted to 50 ms in the
program). Different vehicles
respond to OBDII requests at
different rates. Typically, if the
rate is too fast, many vehicles
will not respond to a new PID
received while processing
a previous one. Using the

Figure 3: Location of the Message request Rate, Request ID and Response ID in the
CANLab script
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CANLab Trace window to determine the response time,
the request rate can be adjusted to smooth out the data
request.
Vehicle networking solutions continue to evolve.
While some networks were
adopted from other industries, CAN was specifically
designed for automotive and
has had staying power. The
most notable recent change
is the latest addition of the
Ethernet physical layer; included in ISO 14229-2 as the
diagnostic
communication
over Internet Protocol (DoIP).
Another on-going development is WWH-OBD, or
the World-Wide Harmonized
On-Board Diagnostics, being specified in ISO 27145-2
and ISO 27145-3. Prompted
by a United Nations’ Global
Technical Regulation (GTR),
this specification is a further merging of the legally
required and OEM-specific
diagnostic contents – to become the single communication standard for access
to OBD-related information.
This could significantly simplify the viewing and understanding of ODBII data for
everyone.
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